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Fed Pause Aims 
To Balance Risks 
Facing Economy
Central Bank Holds Rates 
At 5.25%, but Says Inflation 
May Prompt More Increases

By GREG IP 
August 9, 2006; Page A1 

WASHINGTON -- By leaving interest rates unchanged yesterday 
after two years of steady increases, the Federal Reserve sought to 
balance the risks of a sharp slowdown and rising inflation -- an effort 
many economists said might not succeed.

Reflecting the difficulty of the Fed's task, economists -- like the Fed's 
policy makers themselves -- aren't unanimous about what the central 
bank should do as the economy sends mixed signals. Some 
economists feel the Fed has raised rates too far already, while others 
say it hasn't raised them enough.

WALL STREET JOURNAL VIDEO 
 

1 
Money & Investing editor Dave Kansas2 
talks with Robert Doll, chief investment 
officer at Merrill Lynch, about the impact 

of the Fed's rate pause and what's in store for the 
rest of the year.
FROM CNBC 
 

3 
WSJ's Greg Ip discusses the 
decision4, calling it a "hawkish pause."

In keeping its target 
for short-term interest 
rates at 5.25%, the 
Fed acknowledged 
that "readings on core 
inflation have been 
elevated in recent 
months." But, 
reiterating Chairman 
Ben Bernanke's forecast last month, it added: "Inflation 
pressures seem likely to moderate over time, reflecting 
contained inflation expectations and the cumulative 

effects of monetary-policy actions and other factors."

That sentence suggests the Fed feels it has done enough, or almost enough, to rein in economic growth 
and nudge inflation down to a more acceptable level.

Still, as it did in June, the central bank left the door open to further rate increases, saying that "some 
inflation risks remain. The extent and timing of any additional [increases]...to address these risks will 
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depend on the evolution of the outlook for both inflation and economic growth."

Yesterday's decision was widely, though not universally, expected. Stocks initially rallied on the news, 
but ended the day lower, with the Dow Jones Industrial Average down 45.79 points at 11173.59. Bonds 
were little changed on the day.

The Fed is entering what has traditionally been one of the most delicate phases of the business cycle. 
The economy has reached full strength and inflation pressures have built. There are signs that higher 
interest rates are slowing the economy, but it remains unclear if they have slowed it enough -- or too 
much. The Fed paused at a similar point in February 1995, and in May 2000. The first time, the 
economy had a "soft landing" -- slow growth followed by five more years of expansion. The second 
time, it fell into recession.

If economic data "do signal some relief on the inflation front and further softening in the economy this 
could be the end of the [rate-hiking] cycle," said Al Broaddus, former president of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Richmond. "And if they're lucky and timed it right, that would reduce the risk that the Fed 
causes the economy to weaken too much."

But by retaining its bias toward raising rates, the Fed has discouraged investors from driving down long-
term interest rates and made it easier to raise rates again if needed, Mr. Broaddus added.

In recent months, inflation has risen above the Fed's informal "comfort zone" of 1% to 2%, excluding 
food and energy. The Fed attributes the rise primarily to companies passing higher energy costs on to 
consumers, and it believes inflation will drop back so long as energy prices stabilize and growth doesn't 
exceed "potential" -- the rate at which the economy can grow without straining its available work force 
and industrial capacity. Meanwhile, it expects economic growth to remain steady as businesses and 
exports offset a slowdown in consumer spending.

MORE ON THE ECONOMY 
 

• Housing Market May Land Harder 

Recent data, however, haven't fully supported that view. 
Economic growth slowed to a 2.5% annual rate in the 
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second quarter in part because of a surprise drop in 
investment on business equipment. Payroll growth was 
sluggish, and the unemployment rate rose in July.

Moreover, inflation pressures appear to have been 
bubbling longer than previously realized. The Labor 
Department said yesterday that growth in nonfarm 
business productivity -- or output per hour worked -- in 
the second quarter slowed sharply to a 1.1% annual rate 
from 4.3% in the first quarter, and was 2.4% in the four 
quarters ended in June. Wage-and-benefit costs per unit 
of output grew 4.2% in the second quarter, and were up 
3.2% from a year earlier.

Unit labor costs fell in 2004, but began growing again 
late that year. Their growth has steadily accelerated 
since, and is now fast enough to eat into profit margins, 
which could encourage companies to raise prices.

Pat Henry, executive vice president of operations at 
RehabCare Corp., a St. Louis-based provider of 
rehabilitative health services, said a shortage of 

physical, occupational and speech therapists is driving up wages for those positions and forcing the 
company to rely on costly contract labor.

Last year, RehabCare raised contract rates to clients an average of 3% to 4% to compensate for higher 
wages. This year, Ms. Henry estimates around 50% of the company's contracts will see price increases. 
"Labor costs keep going up, so we keep having to go back to our clients and say, "Hey, we can't do this 
anymore at this price.'"

In its statement yesterday, the Fed didn't repeat its assertion in June that "ongoing productivity gains 
have held down the rise in unit labor costs."

After three years in which monetary-policy decisions were relatively simple, the economic crosscurrents 
today have made the Fed's decision much trickier and views within the central bank have diverged. 
Yesterday's was the first meeting since Mr. Bernanke succeeded Alan Greenspan as chairman on Feb. 1 
that the policy-setting Federal Open Market Committee wasn't unanimous. Federal Reserve Bank of 
Richmond President Jeffrey Lacker dissented, favoring another quarter-point increase.

Mr. Lacker has been worried about the pace of inflation, inflationary psychology, and the Fed's anti-
inflation credibility. In an interview with The Wall Street Journal in mid-June, he expressed concern at 
how much inflation expectations, as measured by inflation-indexed Treasury bonds, had fluctuated in 
response to new economic data. "That's evidence of some residual uncertainty about our intentions 
regarding inflation," he said then.

In theory, those expectations wouldn't move much if the markets thought the Fed would always keep 
inflation stable and low. Inflation expectations rose in late April, after Mr. Bernanke broached the 
possibility the Fed might pause in its rate increases. They later declined after the Fed talked tough on 
inflation and raised rates in June, and have since moved higher again, on both new data and yesterday's 
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rate pause.

The Richmond Fed is traditionally one of the more hawkish of the Fed's 12 regional banks. Mr. 
Broaddus, Mr. Lacker's predecessor, speculated that Mr. Lacker wanted another increase for "additional 
credibility insurance. I probably would have gone the same way."

Futures markets now put only about a 20% probability on the Fed raising rates at its next meeting Sept. 
20. They see no additional increases beyond that. Economists, however, are deeply split on what the Fed 
should do.

"There was a strong case for pausing at 4.5%," said Ian Shepherdson, chief U.S. economist at High 
Frequency Economics. "There was already plenty of evidence the previous hikes had begun to soften 
growth." He predicted the Fed will start to cut rates by next April.

Ethan Harris, chief U.S. economist at Lehman Brothers, said the Fed shouldn't have paused, and 
predicted it will eventually raise its short-term rate target to 5.75%. "You can't fight inflation without 
risking overkill on the economy," he said. "That is a risk, and it's a risk they should take."

Though unhappy with the current level of inflation, Fed officials also realize the economy can change 
direction suddenly, especially when prices of assets, such as for stocks or homes, fall sharply. Inflation 
and labor costs were both rising in 2000 when the Fed halted its last cycle of rate increases. As it later 
became clear, however, the slump in stocks and business investment had already set in motion a slide 
into recession the following year and a big drop in inflation.

Fed officials acknowledge that a key risk to their forecast is that the housing market could fall harder 
than they expect, with ripple effects on consumer confidence, spending and investment. Avoiding such a 
low-probability, high-cost event may have been a motivation for pausing.

Nouriel Roubini, an economist at New York University and writer of a popular economics blog, said it 
is already too late. "The Fed should have tightened earlier to avoid a festering of the housing bubble 
early on. The Fed is facing a nightmare now: the recession will come and easing will not prevent it."

-- Christopher Conkey contributed to this article.

Write to Greg Ip at greg.ip@wsj.com13
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